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And what is more important still is that he maintains the necessity
of the phenomenal reality for the religious and spiritual enlightenment
of Man. In his comment on Veddnta Szitra, for instance, he expressly
says that the body with its intellectual equipment, constituting his
living personality, is necessary, for cc without a knowing agent, the
means of right knowledge cannot operate."1
Again, in Ohhandogya2 Upanishad :se though, the Self is One without
a Second, free from all the limitations of Time, Space, &c., yet ordinary
people of unenlightened intellect have a firm conviction, that all reality
is limited by Space and Time ; accordingly, to make the subject intel-
ligible to these people (without which their spiritual enliglitemnent
is impossible) Brahma is now taught as conditioned by these limita-
tions . . . Desires for earthly happiness have to be taken into account,
for it is impossible to remove all at once such desires, which, are the
product of individual Joanna extending over many embodied exis-
tences." The text referring to such people says ic Let them come to
the proper path gradually, we shall make them understand what the
Eeal Truth is.53
It is by means of the universe and the objects contained in it, that
the highest truth, is grasped3.
It will th.us appear that the Indian Adwita does not contemplate
any drastic results in the practical life of Man. The non-duality which
it advocates does not mean the annihilation of the universe as we see
it. ^oman/5 says Shankar, "can actually annihilate the whole existing
in so far as it at first refers to the body    TO^mf^f?Frm ^TTSWC WIS^
consisting of food, which, although     ^ ^    - ^    ^
not the Self, is by very obtuse people    W?T ^ n^T  ^  ^TO^g^-C
identified with it; it then proceeds    ^^T^^^^^TS^T^^f^^^r^'^Tq'^T
from the body to another Self,  which    ^Rf g^TO^WW^HWR^ ^
has the same shape with the preceding    f^S'HTyr T                <^ ^^^ ^ '
one, just aa the statue possesses the   rm,    "s -'• i -,    ,         . , ,
form' of  the mouM into which the   The o^fnal ilas been <l^d here,
molten brasB had been poured; then,   ^^use it 19 far more clear and suggeet-
again, to another one, always at first   w^^6 ^lation-ED
renting the Non-8e1f as the Self,   , .1^ ^ l ^ss (m vedt sutr' ^
for the purpose of easier comprehension;     9               ? ^' '"
and it finally teaches that the inner-      [ ?f ^T ^TN'S'H^TTK0! ^T^TT0!! 5^R"?'K:
most Self which consists of bliss, is the                               .   «^ -.
real Self.*' The italics are the Editor's.                              ^PTTO j
[^^IW^^TO^WT-     ^SUar on Ohhand. Up.
^h^^^ftwsr- W^xr y^-   Vn, 17 ; and M^nd. Up. Ill, 15.

